Sports Editor Participates On 'All-City' Panel

by Robert L. Frank

Robert L. Issaceff, sports editor of The Daily Pennsylvanian, will represent the university at a special all-city panel discussing something in the Lounge of the J. William White Building. The meeting, "Pep Football Rally," will be held in Philadelphia on Saturday, November 30.

The panel will consist of members of the Philadelphia Press Association and representatives from the Philadelphia press and the Philadelphia sports media.

The meeting will consist of a discussion on the topic of "Football in Philadelphia," with each panelist giving his own perspective on the subject.

Mumford Urges U.S. To Disregard Russia, Consider World Safety

Atomic Weapons No Longer Solution, Critic Warns 600 World Federalists

by Richard J. Siegel

Mumford charged that atomic weapons are no longer a solution to the world's problems and that the United States should disregard Russia.

Fears Total Destruction

Greatly focusing the world's attention on the threat of total destruction by atomic weapons, Mumford pointed out that other nations besides Russia have nuclear capabilities.

Mumford emphasized that the threat of total destruction could not be ignored by the United States and that it must take action to prevent it.
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The new constitutional reforms of The Daily Pennsylvanian, presented Friday by the Committee on Student Affairs, provide for the internal reorganization of the paper to allow better management.

Policy and management for the entire paper have been centralized in the new Executive Board, consisting of the editor-in-chief, managing editor, business manager, and five additional members, elected by the Junior Board.
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Editorials

To The Rally

Tonight's pep rally at 7 in the Big Quad will offer the undergraduates a chance to give the football team a big send-off toward second place in the Ivy League. The team has come far since its discouraging start, and deserves the encouragement of everyone.

The senior societies and the Varsity Club have given the rally all their support. We join in extending our support to the team and urge all to attend the rally tonight.

Promotion

The announcement of Dr. Vatter's appointment by the Fort Foundation was not unexpected, for we know that it was only a matter of time before his abilities would be recognized at a higher level than his current work.

While Dr. Vatter was at Pennsylvania, he worked hard and well for the student body and the University. He was always available to anyone who wished to discuss a problem, and offered his time devotedly to his work, both as an instructor and as dean of men.

His talent for dealing with people marked him as a man with an outstanding future, and the University will miss him. But we know that he will do well in his new position, and let us all of those who knew him and worked with him, extend our best wishes.

Time For Another

We happily noted with relief the recent assignment of extra police patrols to the University area. Yet, we wonder now that has happened recently to correct the urgency for such patrols.

One evening this week we observed several police motorcycles parked outside of the firehouse for four or five hours, and we have often looked in vain for the foot patrols who are assigned. Commissioned in Bonn, told us, to 24th Street every evening.

Apparently, many police don't consider the situation any serious now and have returned to the state of laxity. Darius Dau, still living in the hospital, will be glad to know that the suffering is being forgotten.
Plans Already Being Considered For Remolding Of '59 Grid Squad

by William R. Bates

OLIVER BEAMON

PERSIAN ROOM

Henry's

CLEANERS & DRYERS

CHEMIST

THANKSGIVING

SHERWOOD HOTEL

By Alfred Habel

Hi-Fi Discounts!

Philadelphia Temple, top ranks of record producers, speakers, record changers, dark-room kits, all nationally known makers.

PENN SHERWOOD

PHI GAM CONQUERS PHI DELT

FOR 1-F GRID CHAMPIONSHIP

For Remodeling Of '59 Grid Squad

Phi Gam's touchdown pass at length.

With 5 minutes elapsed in the third quarter, Zurowski ran for Phi Gam's touchdown pass while covered by two Alabama defenders in the Delta end zone. A 13-yard pass to Zurowski by Leader to set up the score. Psi Gamma was unable to generate the rugged pass defense in the final period as the Bobcats completed only 2 out of 6 pass attempts. A 25-yard Rahman-Laurel pass to Zurowski was just short of payday for the Gaem's final field goal opportunity.

Dave Justh and Patricio were offensive stalwarts for the Phi Gam as they provided Rahman with excellent protection from their blocking backs throughout the game.

Phi Gamma's Delta's triumph, the most recent over Phi Dellet Delta, this week, was their fourth straight victory in IF double-elimination play. Their only loss was to Delta Tau Delta.

To pace the leadership, the Central Research Laboratory is likely to become one of the 50 largest industrial concerns in the country. To pace TTI's leadership, the Central Research Laboratory will soon move its expanding scientific community into a new building designed to establish a new frontier in research.

At Texas Instruments, you can apply your graduate specialty under conditions of substantial freedom. Explore scientific horizons with outstanding associates...using facilities that permit work of highest technical value. Expand your professional potential in free exchange of ideas...in an atmosphere where you and your work are recognized as vital.

Favorable research climate is a major factor in the swift growth of this 25-year-old company whose sales rate has increased 20-fold over the last decade. Recognition of individual talent and achievement has helped Texas Instruments to create an atmosphere where you and your work are recognized as vital.

KELLY'S

CLEANERS & DYERS

1214 Arch St.


PA. 4-7756

Day Monday 11:30 P.M.

__THANKSGIVING__

DINNER — $3.50

Served from 5 PM - 7 PM

THANKSGIVING

AT TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, YOU CAN APPLY YOUR GRADUATE SPECIALTY UNDER CONDITIONS OF SUBSTANTIAL FREEDOM. EXPLORE SCIENTIFIC HORIZONS WITH OUTSTANDING ASSOCIATES... USING FACILITIES THAT PERMIT WORK OF HIGHEST TECHNICAL VALUE. EXPAND YOUR PROFESSIONAL POTENTIAL IN FREE EXCHANGE OF IDEAS... IN AN ATMOSPHERE WHERE YOU AND YOUR WORK ARE RECOGNIZED AS VITAL.

FAVORABLE RESEARCH CLIMATE IS A MAJOR FACTOR IN THE SWIFT GROWTH OF THIS 25-YEAR-OLD COMPANY Whose SALES RATE HAS INCREASED 20-FOLD OVER THE LAST DECADE. RECOGNITION OF INDIVIDUAL TALENT AND ACHIEVEMENT HAS HELPED TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TO CREATE AN ATMOSPHERE WHERE YOU AND YOUR WORK ARE RECOGNIZED AS VITAL.

YOU, TOO, CAN PIONEER ON SUCH NEW FRONTIERS
Lt. Smith Davis is Killed in Korea Plane Accident
Lt. Smith Davis, USAP, has been reported killed in a plane accident over Korea. Smith graduated from the Wharton School in February '54 and was a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity. He was from Harvards, N. Y.

Foreign Students Attend Thanksgiving Celebration
Foreign students will be introduced to the traditions of the oldest American holiday, Thanksgiving, through a program established by the Hans Hospitality Committee of International House.

Arrangements for so many foreign students who wish to share Thanksgiving with American families are being made by Mrs. John C. Hillshead, Jr., of International House. Meals for the day are being selected from the 400 names on the Hospitality list.

Foreign students who wish to be guests in American homes throughout Delaware Valley are to have been selected from the 400 names on the Hospitality list.

LEARN ANY LANGUAGE IN 15 MINUTES A DAY

NEW CAREERS FOR MEN OF AMERICA:

CIVIL ENGINEER

Building boom coming from east to coast. Needed more engineers than ever before. Chesterfield Keeps Pace. The most efficient transportation systems to handle 4 million more vehicles.

Send for more information.

CHESTERFIELD KING

Top Length, Top Value, Top-Tobacco Filter Action...
NOTHING SATISFIES LIKE CHESTERFIELD KING

PENNSYLVANIA TRIANGLE ON SALE TODAY

HOUSTON HALL ▲ BENNETT HALL ▲ COLLEGE HALL